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Press release 

 
 

Sopra Steria partners with Chainalysis to bring leading 
blockchain compliance solutions to customers across Europe 

 
 

Paris, March 29, 2022 – Sopra Steria, a European Tech leader recognised for its 
consulting, digital services and software development, today announced a 
strategic partnership with Chainalysis, the blockchain data platform. Sopra Steria 
and Chainalysis are working diligently to bring the company’s compliance 
solutions for cryptocurrency businesses in the European market.  

 
The cryptocurrency ecosystem is undergoing rapid growth and transformation, creating a need 
for trusted partners that ensure digital asset-related businesses and services are empowered 
to remain compliant with the changing regulatory landscape. As the number of cryptocurrency 
investors grows, having the right tools in place to curb illicit activity is essential. 
 
By utilizing Chainalysis industry-leading proprietary data and compliance solutions, Sopra 
Steria and Galitt, the company’s subsidiary dedicated to payment and transaction systems, 
will offer its customers a holistic cryptocurrency compliance program allowing proactive 
intervention and reporting while ensuring they remain compliant with local regulations 
regarding financial transactions.  
 
“The open, transparent and decentralized nature of cryptocurrency is designed to democratize 
and create a more inclusive financial landscape,” said Bas Lemmens, GM of EMEA for 
Chainalysis. “We are excited to collaborate with Sopra Steria and its subsidiary Galitt to 
continue helping organizations create a safer blockchain environment in the European 
market.”  
 
“We are very proud to partner with Chainalysis to get ready ahead of cryptocurrencies 
reaching mass adoption and integrating the existing financial sector with strong compliance 
requirements. With its solid experience in data and powerful proprietary solutions, Chainalysis 
complements our services well. Together, we will bring to our clients a safe and compliant 
environment.” said Pierre LAHBABI, CEO of GALITT, a Sopra Steria company 
dedicated to payment systems and transactions.  
 
To learn more about Chainalysis’ product offering, please visit www.chainalysis.com. 
To learn more about Sopra Steria, please visit www.soprasteria.com. 
To learn more about Galitt, please visit www.galitt.com. 
 
 
 
 
About Sopra Steria 
Sopra Steria, a European Tech leader recognised for its consulting, digital services and software development, helps its clients 

drive their digital transformation to obtain tangible and sustainable benefits. It provides end-to-end solutions to make large 

companies and organisations more competitive by combining in-depth knowledge of a wide range of business sectors and 

innovative technologies with a fully collaborative approach. Sopra Steria places people at the heart of everything it does and is 

committed to making the most of digital technology to build a positive future for its clients. With 47,000 employees in nearly 30 

countries, the Group generated revenue of €4.7 billion in 2021. 

 

http://www.chainalysis.com/
http://www.soprasteria.com/
https://www.galitt.com/
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The world is how we shape it. 

Sopra Steria Group (SOP) is listed on Euronext Paris (Compartment A) - ISIN: FR0000050809 

For more information, please visit our website www.soprasteria.com 

 

About Galitt 
Founded in 1990, Galitt and its 350 consultants and experts help financial institutions, merchants and payment industry players 
in transforming their payment services to make them simple, efficient and secure for everyday life. As a leading player in the 
European payment market, Galitt supports its customers in different industries and geographies, from defining their strategy to 
deploying their solutions. Galitt provides research and training services to guide its clients in their strategic choices and help them 
innovate in a constantly changing payments market. 
 
Galitt assists its clients in their projects to build and deploy new payment solutions, drawing on strong industry expertise and 
support for the compliance and security of the solutions implemented. Finally, Galitt provides world-renowned testing software, 
facilitating the launch of new products, and develops specialized payment solutions based on the latest generation technologies. 
For more information, please visit Galitt’s LinkedIn page or follow us on Twitter. 
 
About Chainalysis 
Chainalysis is the blockchain data platform. We provide data, software, services, and research to government agencies, 
exchanges, financial institutions, and insurance and cybersecurity companies in over 60 countries. Our data powers 
investigation, compliance, and market intelligence software that has been used to solve some of the world’s most high-profile 
criminal cases and grow consumer access to cryptocurrency safely. Backed by Accel, Addition, Benchmark, Coatue, Paradigm, 
Ribbit, and other leading firms in venture capital, Chainalysis builds trust in blockchains to promote more financial freedom with 
less risk. For more information, visit www.chainalysis.com. 
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